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Preface
During the period of NR/SR Bosnia & Herzegovina (1945-1992) thousands of monuments
commemorating the People’s Liberation War, Struggle and Movement (commonly referred to in
abbreviated form as NOR, NOB and NOP - henceforth collectively referred to as NOB) were created
and unveiled on its territory. In recent decades, these monuments to the NOB have often become
forgotten, ignored, or exposed to unquantifiable damage. The reasons for this ‘unquantifiability’
stem, in part, from the lack of a comprehensive recording system1 among and between
stakeholders2 during the period of SRBiH, and the destruction of archives of stakeholders during the
1992-95 war and its immediate aftermath, but have been inarguably exacerbated by the
administrative system in Bosnia & Herzegovina in the present day.
This paper aims to give a brief overview of the current situation of monuments to the People’s
Liberation War, Struggle and Movement on the territory of Busovača municipality, in Central Bosnia
Canton (FBiH).

1

Incomplete stock-taking was made prior to 1962, when a list of Protected Monuments was drawn up, and
once again from summer 1966 to late 1973, when a more comprehensive inventory was made, a summary of
which was published in 1981 (Tihić, 1981), stating that 809 memorial plaques, 207 busts, 104 fountains and
similar, 453 artistic monuments, 300 identified individual graves and mass graves and 176 graveyards for
partisans and victims of fascist terror (2,049 immovable properties in total) had been identified.
2
Largely local and national organizations for Antifascists and Veterans of the NOR
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Background and Summary
The municipality of Busovača lies in Central Bosnia Canton, in the Federation of Bosnia &
Herzegovina.
Between 1966 and 1973, the most comprehensive nationwide survey of immovable monuments to
the NOB to date was carried out under the auspices of the Republic Institute for the Protection of
Monuments. However, it was not until 1981 that a summary of this survey list was published (Tihić,
1981). In total, 2,049 immovable properties were recorded on the territory of SR Bosnia &
Herzegovina, with just 2 being recorded in Busovača municipality in a survey conducted in August
1966, categorized as follows:
-

Memorial plaques – 1
Memorial busts – 0
Fountains, wells and cisterns – 0
Artistic monuments – 0
Identified individual graves, ossuaries and mass graves – 1
Graveyards for Partisans and Victims of Fascist Terror – 0

Although the construction of memorials and monuments continued long after this period, no further
Republic-level survey of monuments was undertaken before the secession of Bosnia and
Herzegovina from Yugoslavia in 1992.
The two memorials recorded in the 1966 study were described in detail in Smail Tihić’s monograph
of the town, Busovača (1971, 320 pp.), written to commemorate the town’s 600th anniversary.
During the course of research, it was discovered that a further two monuments and memorials were
created in Busovača prior to 1992 (one bust and one artistic monument 3), bringing the total number
of monuments and memorials to the NOB on the territory of Busovača municipality to 4. These are
as follows:
MUNICIPALITY
Busovača
Busovača
Busovača
Busovača

VILLAGE/MZ
Busovača
Busovača
Kaonik
Katići

TYPE
Memorial plaque
Memorial ossuary
Bust
Monument

YEAR ARTIST
1953 ???
1966 Stanislav Mišić
1977 ???
1987 ???

In addition to these monuments, it should be noted that a number of Partisan fighters’ graves are
mentioned as being located close to Busovača’s (former) train station in Milorad Gončin & Stevo
Rauš’s monograph Prva Krajiška Udarna Proleterska Brigada (pp. 331-442), and National Hero
Tihomir Jović (1906-1943) is also buried in a family plot in a local cemetery.
Busovača’s current spatial plan (2008, 83 pp.) only mentions one monument related to the NOB on
the territory of the municipality; the memorial ossuary situated in the town’s central park (p.51).
3

The term ‘(artistic) monument’ is lifted directly from Tihić’s (1981) typological classification. However, as no
methodology for this typology was ever published, it is impossible to say what constituted such in his
classification. Therefore, for the purposes of this report, ‘monument’ is taken to mean any free-standing
memorial that is neither solely a memorial plaque nor contains, or marks the location of, human remains.
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Monuments and Memorials in Busovača Municipality
1. Memorial plaque at 62 JNA ulica, Busovača

Figure 1a: Memorial plaque at 62 JNA ulica
This plaque was unveiled in 1953 to commemorate the place of residence of National Hero Ivica
Marušić Ratko (1912-1942) from 1938 to 1939 and Alojz Bašić (-1942). Its author is unknown. The
original address of the building was JNA Ulica 62 (Tihić, 1971 p.119), but today the street has been
renamed Branitelja Domovina. The plaque is made of a black stone (possibly a form of gabbro known
locally as ‘Jablanica granite’), and the lettering is in white. It is fixed to the wall of the building by
four iron screws, which are slightly corroded, with rust marks stemming from the two uppermost
screws onto the plaque. Directly above the plaque is a light mounted upon the wall. This light is
slightly off-centre in relation to the plaque.
5

The inscription on the plaque (in the Latin alphabet) reads as follows:
U OVOJ KUĆI BORAVIO JE U ILEGALSTVU 1938-39
GODINE NARODNI HEROJ MARUŠIĆ IVICA
RATKO, PRVI KOMANDANT I KRAJIŠKE BRIGADE
NOV I POJ.
IZ OVE KUĆE JE OTIŠAO U NARODNOOSLOBODILAČKU
VOJSKU I PRVOBORAC BAŠIĆ ALOJZ
U ZNAK ZAHVALNOSTI I SJEČANJE NA NAŠE NEZABORAVNE DRUGOVE KOJI SU POGINULI 1942. GODINE U BORBI
ZA OSLOBODJENJE NAŠE SOCIJALISTIČKE DOMOVINE
OD OKUPATORA I DOMAĆIH IZDAJNIKA, OVU SPOMEN
PLOČU PODIŽE
SAVEZ UDRUŽENJA BORACA NOR-A BUSOVAČA
27. JULI 1953. GODINE4
The memorial plaque is positioned on the ground floor of the building, at a height of approximately
2 metres, and is in relatively good condition, with clearly legible lettering. There is evidence of
damage in the centre of the plaque (between the words ‘POGINULI’ and ‘1942.’), possibly caused by
the impact of a bullet during the 1992-1995 conflict.

4

Translation: In this house resided illegally between 1938 and 1939 National Hero Marušić Ivica Ratko, first
commander of the I Krajinian Brigade of the NOV and POJ. From this house also left for the People’s Liberation
Army Prvoborac* Bašić Alojz. As a sign of gratitude and memory for our unforgotten colleagues who were lost
in 1942in the battle for the liberation of our Socialist homeland from occupiers and domestic traitors, this
memorial plaque was erected by the Federation of Associations of Veterans of the NOR Busovača, 27 July 1953.
* (fighter who participated in the initial stages of the Uprising against the occupation of Yugoslavia)
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2. Memorial ossuary in the town park, Busovača

Figure 2a: Memorial ossuary in Busovača, prior to 1971

7

Figure 2b: Memorial ossuary in Busovača, 2018
This memorial ossuary was unveiled in 1966. It is the work of sculptor Stanislav Mišić, according to a
proposal created by Munib Muftić (Tihić, 1971 p.119), and forms the focal point of the town’s main
park, which occupies an area of approximately 1 hectare. The monument consists of two parts: a
cuboidal concrete ossuary (measuring 2 x 4 metres) and a polished aluminium prismatic sculpture.
8

The base of the sculpture was clad in a dark stone, and was engraved on one side with nine figures
representing themes related to the NOB (the Uprising, fleeing, persecution and imprisonment)
(Tihić, 1971 p.119). To the left of this was inscribed the following text (in the Latin alphabet):
PALI STE
AL UMRLI NISTE
SJEĆA ĆE VAS SE POKOLENJA
I PONOSITI VAŠIM IDEALIMA
PALIM BORCIMA NOR-A I ŽRTVAMA FAŠIZMA 1941-1945
SPOMENIK PODIGAO NAROD BUSOVAČE5
In addition to this, lines from Ivan Goran Kovačić’s poem Jama (The Pit) were inscribed on one side
of the base.
The remains of 143 Partisan fighters who lost their lives between 1941 and 1945 in the vicinity of
Busovača are interred at the site. No record of the names of those interred could be found during
research for this report.
Today, the stone cladding has been stripped from the ossuary, and the aluminium on the sculpture is
in poor condition, with the lower portion having been painted a dark grey colour. The sides of the
base have been painted in grey-and-white stripes (for reasons unknown, although this may be
related to the chess board which has been installed beside the monument), and a comparison of the
contemporary state with old photographs suggests that stone cladding has been added to the
corners of the concrete ossuary at some point in the past. Overall, while the monument’s form still
exists, its decorative elements and features have been destroyed or removed, and there is little
evidence to suggest that this is, in fact, an ossuary.

5

Translation: You have fallen, but you are not dead, future generations will remember you, and take pride in
your ideals. Fallen fighters of the NOR and Victims of Fascism 1941-1945. Monument erected by the people of
Busovača.
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3. Bust of Mirko Vejnović, Kaonik

Figure 3a: Bust of Mirko Vejnović at unveiling ceremony, 1977

Figure 3b: Kaonik elementary school today, with former location of bust in foreground
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This bronze bust was unveiled during the opening of Mirko Vejnović elementary school, in the
settlement of Kaonik, to the north of Busovača. Its author is unknown. The bust was situated on a
stone pedestal in the middle of a landscaped courtyard at the intersection of the school’s two wings.
The school that the bust lay in front of was renamed Kaonik elementary school in 1994 (Osnovna
škola "Kaonik", 2018), and the bust was allegedly removed at – or around – this time. Today, no
trace of the bust or pedestal remains (although the courtyard in which it was located is preserved,
with a depression evident at the centre where the pedestal once stood). It is not known whether
they were destroyed or have been placed in storage.
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4. Monument to mark site of executions in 1943, Katići

Figure 4a: Monument in Katići, late 1980s
12

Figure 4b: Location of monument, 2018

Figure 4c: Condition of monument in 2018
13

This monument was erected in the village of Katići in 1987, and marks the place of hanging of 12
inhabitants of Busovača by German forces in November 1943. Its author is unknown. The monument
consists of a single block of white limestone, with a white memorial plaque inset into the front. The
lettering on the plaque’s inscription was originally painted red.
The inscription (in the Latin alphabet) reads as follows:
OBJESILI SU NIJEMCI NA OVOM
MJESTU U KATIĆIMA DUŽ
ŽELJEZNIČKE PRUGE, I. NOVEMBRA
1943. GODINE, 12 STANOVNIKA
BUSOVAČE
U BUSOVAČI, 4. JULA 1987. GODINE
U ZNAK SJEĆANJA,
OPŠTINSKI ODBOR
SUBNOR-A BUSOVAČA6
Today, the monument is still in situ. However, the red lettering has entirely faded, and there is some
minor damage to the inscription on the left hand side. There is evidence of graffiti having been
scrawled on the monument in the past, although this has either been cleaned off or largely faded
over time. Furthermore, residue of a tape-like substance suggests that the monument has also been
used as a board upon which to post notices or adverts at some point recently.

6

Translation: At this place in Katići, alongside the railway lines, the Germans hanged 12 inhabitants of
Busovača. In Busovača, 4 July 1987. As a sign of memory, Municipal Committee of SUBNOR Busovača
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Current Situation - Summary
The following can be said of the four monuments and memorials to the NOB identified as existing or
having existed on the territory of Busovača municipality (one memorial plaque, one ossuary, one
bust and one monument):
-

-

-

-

The memorial plaque in Busovača town centre is in relatively good condition. The minor
damage in the centre of the plaque does not obstruct its legibility, and there is no need for
any conservation actions, besides occasional monitoring.
The memorial ossuary in Busovača is in poor condition. Efforts should be made to restore
the sculpture, and also to remove the paint from its lower portion, and, if possible, re-clad
the monument’s base in stone. Furthermore, research should be undertaken with the aim of
identifying the names of those interred within the ossuary, and a new plaque
commemorating these individuals that is in keeping with the monument’s ambience should
be created.
The bust of Mirko Vejnović in Kaonik, along with its pedestal, is no longer in situ. Efforts
should be made to locate both of these (if they still survive) and to re-erect them, either at
their original location or in another suitable place, possibly within Kaonik itself or,
alternatively, in Busovača’s main park, in the proximity of the memorial ossuary.
The monument in Katići is in relatively good condition. Efforts should be made to re-paint
the lettering using a suitable medium, and to monitor the monument for evidence of
vandalism or (re-)use as a notice board. Considering its location at a crossroads, the idea of
placing a small protective barrier around the monument, in order to protect it from
accidental vehicular damage, should be considered.
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Municipality Map

Key:
1 - Memorial plaque at 62 JNA ulica, Busovača
2 - Memorial ossuary in the town park, Busovača
3 - Bust of Mirko Vejnović, Kaonik
4 - Monument to mark site of executions in 1943, Katići
(precise coordinates of individual monuments are available from the author upon request)
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